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Abstract: We investigate the interaction of ultrashort laser pulses with ternary zinc phosphate
glasses. We explore the viability of ten different glass compositions with different levels of
alumina to inscribe optical waveguides via the fs-laser direct writing technique, finding that
only samples with [O]/[P] ratios of 3.25 are suitable candidates. We also test a zinc magnesium
phosphate glass to fabricate waveguide Bragg gratings in order to generate filters and mirrors with
specific spectral properties. Confocal Raman spectroscopy inspection shows that laser-damaged
material exhibits a relative intensity decrease and a subtle blue-shift on the 1209 cm−1 Raman
peak, which implies a relative reduction on the content of Q(2) tetrahedra species within the glass
network thus suggesting a laser-induced depolymerization. In contrast, optical waveguides and
smooth laser-induced changes do not exhibit such noticeable structural modifications.
© 2018 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1.

Introduction

The use of ultrashort laser sources for a variety of scientific, medical and technological applications
is continuously increasing [1–5]. Over the last two decades, femtosecond laser micromachining
inside transparent materials has attracted much attention [6–19]. Both pulse shaping and spatial
beam shaping are currently broadly investigated in order to improve, control and achieve a
better understanding of ultrafast laser materials processing [20–26]. In particular, the use of
slit shaping is becoming a standard complementary technique to femtosecond laser waveguide
writing inside transparent materials [20, 21]. Furthermore, the use of high repetition rate lasers
allows researchers to exploit heat accumulation effects in order to inscribe low-loss optical
waveguides [4, 21, 27, 28]. These heat accumulation effects have been proven to be extremely
interesting to generate photonic devices by controlling the ultrafast laser-driven ion migration in
glasses [29, 30]. In addition to the rapid development of advanced laser materials processing
techniques, the study of the role of the material composition and properties in this context is
gaining importance. For instance, phosphate glasses are ideal host materials for the fabrication
of active devices because they can incorporate high concentrations of rare-earth ions [31, 32].
Many commercially available phosphate glasses have been tested exhibiting both negative and
positive index changes under fs-laser waveguide writing [28, 33–35].
We have recently found that fs-laser writing in binary zinc polyphosphate glasses yields good
quality waveguides for compositions with [O]/[P] ratios close to 3.25 [32, 36–38]. For practical
applications multicomponent glasses offer more robust stability as well as better corrosion
resistance. In order to determine if an [O]/[P] ratio of 3.25 is also required in such glasses we
investigate femtosecond laser waveguide fabrication in a series of zinc aluminium phosphate
glasses with [O]/[P] ratios varying between 3.00 and 3.50. We first study the effect of the content
of alumina in ternary glasses. We additionally test the influence of the pulse duration, in order to
reduce undesired non-linear effects during laser processing as well as premature laser damage.
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Subsequently, we show that zinc magnesium phosphate glasses doped with rare earth ions are
suitable for fs-laser fabrication of filters and mirrors by inscribing waveguide Bragg gratings.
Finally, we discuss the fs-laser induced structural changes by using Raman confocal spectroscopy.
2.
2.1.

Experimental methods
Waveguide writing and characterization

We carried out the fabrication of tracks of modified glass using femtosecond laser writing [39].
This technique consists of optically inscribing patterns by tightly focusing a fs-laser pulse
(≈100 fs) inside a transparent target, whose position and movement is precisely controlled. In
this scenario, the laser-glass interaction becomes extremely non-linear resulting in permanent
modification of the irradiated material around the focal volume. Initially, the fs-laser pulse
drives the formation of a dense electron plasma (typically 1019 -1021 cm−3 ). The laser-matter
interaction is mediated by strong field ionization, which includes multi-photon ionization and
tunneling ionization and depends on the magnitude of the electric field strength. Subsequently,
seed electrons absorb photons via inverse bremsstrahlung, gaining energy and leading to impact
ionization and avalanche ionization, which in turn increase the density of electrons in the
conduction band. Once the laser pulse is no longer present, the electron plasma relaxation and
the energy transfer to the lattice follow. The modifications of the glass structure induced by the
transfer of energy largely depend on the laser-processing parameters (wavelength, duration, pulse
energy, writing speed, repetition rate, focusing conditions) as well as on the material parameters
(composition, thermal properties, etc.).
In this work, we used a femtosecond laser amplifier (Merlin-Spitfire LCX, Spectra Physics)
that generates a 1 kHz train of Fourier limited pulses of ≈200 fs pulse duration at a wavelength
of 800 nm. The pulse duration can be stretched by adjusting the compression stage of the
amplifier and characterized using a single shot autocorrelator (SSA Spetra Physics). Fig. 1
shows a schematic of the experimental setup employed to inscribe optical waveguides, tracks
of modified material and waveguide Bragg gratings inside our set of ternary phosphate glass
samples. We controlled the laser energy delivered inside the sample by using a lambda half
wave-plate combined with a polarizing beam cube. Once the energy per pulse was reduced to be
equal or less than 10 µJ, we used a confocal system to clean the spatial profile of the laser, which
uses two lenses with a f = 500 mm and a pinhole with a diameter of 150 µm. After that, the laser
beam was focused inside the glass sample by employing a long working distance microscope
objective with a numerical aperture of 0.25, which leads to a beam waist of w0 = 3.9 µm. The
sample was attached to an Aerotech air bearing stage that translated it along the laser propagation
axis at a speed of 50 µm/s. Note that the polarization direction is perpendicular to the writing
direction. In addition the glass sample was sitting on a 5D holder that allowed us to control
its precise position along three orthogonal axes and two relevant angles, which are particularly
sensitive for measuring the waveguide operation. We monitored the waveguide fabrication using
an in situ microscope, that also served to inspect the input cross section and the lateral view of
the inscribed lines. After laser processing, we used a continuous wave laser (660 nm) to check
waveguiding operation by measuring the far and near field output modes. We coupled the beam
into the input facet of the waveguides and imaged their output end using another lens objective
(NA= 0.22, 10x) and an imaging system (tube lens and CCD camera). We additionally measured
the numerical aperture of the far field output cone in order to characterize the laser-induced
refractive index change.
Waveguide Bragg-grating inscription was carried out using the same experimental setup with a
Nikon 50x/0.55 microscope objective (CFI 60 LU PLAN). We translated the sample transversely
with respect to the laser beam propagation axis at different processing speeds in order to control
the grating index periodicity. We made use of a 400 µm slit to create circular modifications at a
writing depth of 250 µm [20, 40]. After laser processing, the sample front and back surfaces were
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup for waveguide writing, frontal and lateral optical microscopy
inspection and near field characterization.

2.2.

Glass sample preparation

We study fs-laser direct-writing inside zinc aluminum phosphate glasses with ten compositions.
The glass specimens were prepared by mixing reagent grade Al2 O3 , ZnO, and NH4 H2 PO4 that
were calcined at 500 ◦ C for 12 hours in alumina crucibles. Afterwards, they were melted at
1100 ◦ C for 2 hours and subsequently quenched to form a glass frit. The glass was ground with a
mortar and remelted in a platinum crucible for 1 hour at 1100 ◦ C. The melts were then poured
in steel molds, cooled and annealed near the glass transition temperature. An additional glass
sample including magnesium and rare earths was prepared following the same procedure, but
employing reagent grade ZnO, MgO, Er2 O3 , Yb2 O3 and NH4 H2 PO4 in the raw mixture.
We polished the surface of the samples to a flatness better than a λ/5. The overall surface
flatness was characterized using a Zygo interferometer. The samples presented excellent optical
quality, with no bubbles or striations, making them ideal for waveguide inscription. Finally, we
cleaned the samples before and after fs-laser processing by using organic solvents.
To characterize the composition of the glasses, we used energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)
within a scanning electron microscope (SEM, Helios NanoLab 600), obtaining compositions that
are well within the expected tolerances. The levels of ZnO, P2 O5 and alumina, along with the
[O]/[P] ratio of representative samples are specified in Table 1. The Er-Yb doped zinc magnesium
phosphate glass sample composition is 28 % MgO, 28 % ZnO, 42 % P2 O5 , 1.3 % Yb2 O3 and
0.7 % Er2 O3 (mole %). We observe that the SEM data indicate slight discrepancies (< 1.5 %) in
the concentration of alumina when compared to the initial raw mixtures, which is likely due to
the use of alumina crucibles, and this amount of alumina into the glass is to be expected. The
[O]/[P] ratios obtained from the EDS measurements of representative samples, which we include
in Table 1, illustrate good agreement with the batched ratios.
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Table 1. Zinc alumina phosphate glass sample compositions (mole %), [O]/[P] ratios
(with the EDS analyzed ratio in parenthesis), waveguide operation, refractive index change
and waveguiding upper threshold. These samples are used to study optical waveguiding
suitability.

Composition
ZnO

P2 O5

Al2 O3

[O]/[P] ratio (EDS)

Waveguiding

∆n

Upper threshold

50

50

0

3.00 (–)

No

40

55

5

3.00 (3.04)

No

30

60

10

3.00 (–)

No

40

50

10

3.20 (3.18)

No

60

40

0

3.25 (3.24)

Yes

3×10−4

1.50 µJ

51

44

5

3.25 (3.25)

Yes

2×10−4

0.75 µJ

3×10−4

0.50 µJ

42

48

10

3.25 (3.24)

Yes

45

45

10

3.33 (3.33)

No

65

35

0

3.43 (–)

No

50

40

10

3.50 (3.48)

No

3.
3.1.

Results
Femtosecond laser waveguide writing in zinc aluminum phosphate glasses

Using our experimental setup, we inscribed a variety of tracks of modified material inside
glass samples with several compositions (Table 1). A set of laser-induced modifications were
systematically made with pulse energies ranging from 0.25 µJ to 10.00 µJ and two different
pulse durations (200 fs and 400 fs). We observe three different outcomes, namely unmodified
s ), tracks with smooth optical changes
material when using sub-threshold laser energies (E < Eth
s ≤ E < E d ) and tracks of damaged material when using higher energies (E ≥ E d ). We
(Eth
th
th
illustrate the last two in Fig. 2, where white light microscopy images show the input facet and
lateral view of lines inscribed inside the glass sample with a 5 % Al2 O3 , 51 % ZnO and 44 %
P2 O5 composition. The images present bright and dark round regions of the cross section of the
laser modified material and lateral views that show tracks with a smooth (left) and heterogeneous
(center) appearance. Microscopy images of the input facet that present a bright and circular
shape are usually good candidates for waveguiding operation. That, we confirm by measuring
the near field profile of the guided light using a CW-laser at 660 nm, as shown within the inset
on the leftmost image. The profile illustrates Airy rings due to the interference and diffraction
of the guided light caused by a numerical aperture mismatch. In contrast, a black and circular
cross section is indicative of a track of damage. The track shown in the center was checked not to
guide light. The image on the right illustrates two parallel tracks of modified material that cannot
guide light individually but when machined next to each other they result in a waveguide (see
guided mode profile), where guiding takes place in the region between the damage tracks. In
this case the tracks of modified material feature a decrease of refractive index (i.e. cladding),
whereas the material in between the tracks has a higher refractive index (i.e. core), thus resulting
in a Type II waveguide. This kind of waveguides has been achieved in different materials and
is explained in detail elsewhere [41–45]. However, not every zinc aluminum phosphate glass
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composition is suitable to be processed and simultaneously result in smooth optical modifications
and waveguiding operation. Thus, we explore the suitability of the set of samples presented in
Table 1 that contain different alumina levels and [O]/[P] ratios.

5 µm

5 µm

5 µm

Fig. 2. White light microscopy images of the cross section of a fs-laser machined waveguide
(left, E = 0.5 µJ) and a track of damaged material (center, E = 2.5 µJ) produced in the sample
with a composition of a 5 % Al2 O3 , 51 % ZnO and 44 % P2 O5 . Two parallel adjacent tracks
of damage (right, E = 2.0 µJ) are also shown to guide light in the glass sample with a 60 %
ZnO and 40 % P2 O5 . These lines were inscribed using a repetition rate of 1 kHz and a
writing speed of 50 µm/s. The insets show WLM images of the lateral view and the near
field profiles of the waveguides at 660 nm. Note that the image size and grey-scale are the
same for all the images.

a)

3.00

b)

3.25

c)

3.25

d)

3.50

5 µm

10 µm

Fig. 3. The top row shows white light microscopy images of the cross section of fs-laser
machined lines within glass samples with compositions (a) 30 % ZnO 60 % P2 O5 10 %
Al2 O3 (b) 42 % ZnO 48 % P2 O5 10 % Al2 O3 (c) 51 % ZnO 44 % P2 O5 5 % Al2 O3 and (d)
50 % ZnO and 40 % P2 O5 10 % Al2 O3 . The [O]/[P] ratio is specified on the WLM images.
The lower row shows the near field profiles measured for each line using a CW laser at
660 nm. The laser processing conditions were set the same for the four glass compositions,
namely a pulse energy of 0.5 µJ, a repetition rate of 1 kHz and a writing speed of 50 µm/s.

Fig. 3 shows white light microscopy images of lines inscribed inside glass samples with
relevant [O]/[P] ratios, (a) 3.00, (b),(c) 3.25 and (d) 3.50 and different alumina contents. We used
the same processing conditions to fabricate these lines, i.e. 0.5 µJ, 1 kHz and 50 µm/s. The lower
row illustrates the near field profiles of the guided modes at 660 nm. We empirically find that
zinc aluminium phosphate glass compositions with an [O]/[P] ratio of 3.25 are confirmed to be
suitable candidates for waveguide inscription. The micrographs and near field profiles illustrate
that waveguiding is not achieved in glasses with [O]/[P] ratios between 3.00≤[O]/[P]<3.25 and
3.25<[O]/[P]≤3.50. Those compositions present a negative change in the refractive index within
the fs-laser processed region, thus being unable to guide light. Three of the polyphosphate glasses,
with an [O]/[P] ratio equal to 3.25, show a positive change in the refractive index, irrespective
of their alumina content. We characterized the laser-induced optical change (see Table 1) and
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the numerical aperture of the waveguides by recording the far field profile at a given distance,
resulting in a refractive index change of ∆n = 3×10−4 (i.e. core), whereas ng = 1.576 is the
refractive index of the unmodified glass (i.e. cladding). We measured an insertion loss of 6.4 dB.
These results are summarized in Table 1 and evidence a clear influence of the glass composition
in the suitability for waveguide fabrication, where the ternary phosphate glasses present the same
[O]/[P] ratio trend our group reported for binary phosphate glasses [32, 36–38]. The ternary
glasses, suitable for waveguide inscription, also present a slight increase of the damage threshold
(i.e. upper limit for waveguide machining) for decreasing contents of alumina (see Table 1).
a)

10.00 µJ

5.00 µJ

1.50 µJ

1.00 µJ

0.25 µJ

200 fs
10 µm

b)
Below modification
threshold

400 fs

Fig. 4. WLM images of the cross section of fs-laser machined lines of modified glass using
a variety of energies and 200 fs (a) and 400 fs (b) laser pulses inside sample 42 % ZnO 48 %
P2 O5 10 % Al2 O3 . The processing speed was kept constant to be 50 µm/s while using a
repetition rate of 1 kHz.

In order to reduce undesired non-linear propagation effects and premature laser-induced
damage we also tested the fabrication of waveguides using stretched laser pulses. Fig. 4 presents
white light microscopy images of laser-written lines inside sample 42 % ZnO 48 % P2 O5 10 %
Al2 O3 (i.e. [O]/[P] = 3.25) using several energies (0.25-10.00 µJ) and two pulse durations (a)
200 fs and (b) 400 fs. We observe that the pulse duration has two important effects in the range
of laser energies where good waveguides can be produced. First, the energy threshold linked to
200 f s
400 f s
smooth modifications increases from Eth
= 0.25 µJ to Eth
= 0.50 µJ when using 400 fs
laser pulses, see for instance Fig. 4 (a) and (b) at 1 µJ. The reason for such threshold increment
roots on the inherent non-linearity of the laser energy deposition mechanisms in glasses [46, 47].
In this context, a fs-laser pulse focused inside glass generates a dense electron plasma, whose
population rate equations are governed by multiphoton ionization and avalanche ionization, i.e.
the former depends on the k th power of the intensity, where k = d(Ug /~ω L ) + 1e [48, 49]. The
damage threshold is closely related to the number of laser photons used to excite electrons (ne ) as
well as to the laser intensity (dne /dt ∝ I(t)k ), which is a measure of the laser energy deposited
d ) or equivalently
into the glass. The second observation is an increase of the damage threshold (Eth
a simultaneous shift and stretching in the processing regime where good waveguides are obtained
wg
wg
i.e. 0.25 µJ ≤ E200 f s ≤ 0.50 µJ and 0.50 µJ ≤ E400 f s ≤ 2.50 µJ. This widening on
the waveguide fabrication regime facilitates the experiment to further test the validity of glass
compositions. We also observe such an effect in glasses with other compositions including i)
60 % ZnO 40 % P2 O5 and ii) 51 % ZnO 44 % P2 O5 5 % Al2 O3 . In this way, we confirm that
only compositions that have an [O]/[P] ratio equal to 3.25 are feasible candidates to inscribe
good quality waveguides thus finding that the reduction of non-linear effects does not facilitate
waveguide inscription in glasses with an [O]/[P] , 3.25. Moreover, as long as the [O]/[P] ratio
remains equal to 3.25 the content of alumina does not influence the waveguide inscription process
up to a 10 % Al2 O3 .
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3.2.

Raman spectroscopy characterization

The glass samples were investigated with confocal Raman spectroscopy both before and after
laser modification in order to elucidate the induced structural changes. We used an excitation
CW laser at 473 nm to scan the cross-section of the input facet of the modifications, recording
the individual spectrum for each location by using a lens objective (NA = 0.42, 50x) [33, 50, 51].
Fig. 5 shows the bulk Raman spectra from unmodified glass samples with varying levels of
alumina and a systematically increasing [O]/[P] ratio. The spectra have been normalized to the
maximum value of the band centered at 400 cm−1 so we can easily compare the relative intensities
of representative Raman bands after fs-laser modification (i.e. 702 cm−1 and 1209 cm−1 ). A
description of the structure and properties of zinc aluminophosphate glasses linked with their
Raman spectra is given below, references [52, 53] provide further details.
(a)

(b)
Q(i) terminology

(PO2)sym

6
Intensity (a.u.)

(POP)sym

5
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Fig. 5. (a) Raman spectra of the unmodified set of glasses along with composition and
[O]/[P] ratios. The main Raman bands and their relation with the vibrational modes are
indicated. (b) Q(i) terminology cartoons.

The spectra presented in Fig. 5 (a) indicate five bands that are caused by vibrations associated
with the metaphosphate and polyphosphate glass matrix. The structure of the glass matrix can be
described as a network of phosphate tetrahedra that are connected together via corner shared
oxygen atoms, forming an interconnected network of long pol ymer like phosphate chains, see
references [36, 37, 53] for a detailed analysis. The elementary units are based on phosphate
tetrahedra, which we illustrate with the cartoons in Fig. 5(b), whose oxygen atoms can be
non-bridging atoms. These are categorised using Q(i) terminology, where i denotes the number
of bridging oxygens per tetrahedron. The broad Raman signal in the low wavenumber region
is due to complex internal deformation bending modes of phosphate chains, both in chain PO2
and O-P-O bending (350 cm−1 bending mode of phosphate polyhedra with zinc modifier and
575 cm−1 bend mode related to zinc phosphate network or ZnO4 ). The bands around 702 cm−1 and
940 cm−1 present the symmetric and asymmetric stretching modes of bridging oxygen between
two Q(2) tetrahedra, (POP)sym and (POP)asym , respectively. The band at 1000 cm−1 is linked
to the symmetric stretching modes, (PO3 )sym , of terminating P-O bonds that link to one other
tetrahedron (Q(1) ). The band near 1209 cm−1 is related to the symmetric stretching associated
with the O-P-O non-bridging oxygens on Q(2) phosphate tetrahedra, (PO2 )sym . The 1300 cm−1
peak on the shoulder of the 1209 cm−1 band is the asymmetric stretching of O-P-O non-bridging
oxygens, (PO2 )asym . The spectra measured in the metaphosphate regime ([O]/[P] = 3.0) illustrate
glass networks based on Q(2) tetrahedra indicating the formation of long metaphosphate chains.
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As the [O]/[P] ratio increases the Raman spectra reveal that Q(2) tetrahedra, which form long
chains in metaphosphate glasses, are substituted by Q(1) tetrahedra. Those Q(1) substitutes
terminate shorter chains in the polyphosphate regime (3.0 < [O]/[P] ≤ 3.5).

Intensity (a.u.)

1.4

Bulk glass
Laser-processed glass

Q(2)

1.2
1.0

Q(2)+Q(1)

0.8
Q(1)

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

400

600

800
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1200

1400

-1

Wavenumber (cm )
Fig. 6. Raman spectra of unprocessed (orange) and laser-processed (blue) ternary zinc
aluminum phosphate glass sample with a 10 % Al2 O3 , 45 % ZnO and 45 % P2 O5 . The
arrows show the position for different relevant peaks associated to different vibrational
modes, i.e. blue Q(1) and red Q(2) . The schematics near the Raman bands indicate the
depolymerization of Q(2) tetrahedra into Q(1) . The track of damage studied here was
produced by using a laser pulse energy of 5 µJ, a repetition rate of 1 kHz and a writing speed
of 50µm/s.

Fig. 6 shows two Raman spectra obtained for laser-modified (blue line) and unmodified
(orange line) glass with composition 10 % Al2 O3 , 45 % ZnO and 45 % P2 O5 . The bands centered
at 702 cm−1 ((POP)sym ) and 1209 cm−1 ((PO2 )sym ), which are associated to Q(2) tetrahedra,
decrease for the laser processed glass. While Q(2) peaks decrease, the Raman bands near 1000
cm−1 , linked to Q(1) tetrahedra, slightly increase. These spectral changes are indicative of
structural depolymerization (i.e. Q(2) transforms into Q(1) ). In addition the Raman peak at
1209 cm−1 also shows a subtle shift towards lower wavenumbers that indicates a glass network
expansion and consequently a decrease of the local refractive index, as previously reported for
binary phosphate glasses [36, 37].
We have mapped the laser-induced depolymerization for inscribed lines inside three different
glasses. Fig. 7 shows microscopy images (a) along with Raman maps (b),(c) of tracks inscribed
inside glasses with 3.25 (first three columns) and 3.33 (fourth column) [O]/[P] ratios. The results
in the first two columns clearly show that there are no significant Raman changes for the samples
that display waveguiding. In particular, we do not find evidence of a positive Raman peak shift
that would point to a network contraction, a material densification and thus a positive refractive
index change. In contrast, tracks of damage feature measurable changes through Raman analysis,
as shown in Fig. 7 (b) and (c) (i.e. last two columns). The relative change in the Raman intensities
in Fig. 7 (b) and the peak shifts in Fig. 7 (c) reveal a depolymerization of the glass network and
a network expansion, respectively. This expansion leads to a decrease in the local density and
presumably to a decrease in the refractive index thus not allowing for guiding to occur.
Overall, these results concur with our earlier work on binary phosphate glasses in that no
positive Raman peak shift was detected even though the glass clearly shows guiding [36] and thus
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a)

1.00 µJ

0.50 µJ

5.00 µJ

5.00 µJ

10 µm

b)

c)

Fig. 7. Optical microscopy (a) and Raman spectral microscopy characterization (b)-(c) of
laser fabricated lines inside zinc aluminum phosphate glasses. The images in the first column
correspond to sample 60 % ZnO 40 % P2 O5 with an [O]/[P] ratio of 3.25, the second and
third columns correspond to sample 42 % ZnO 48 % P2 O5 10 % Al2 O3 with an [O]/[P] ratio
of 3.25, the fourth column correspond to sample 45 % ZnO 45 % P2 O5 10 % Al2 O3 with an
[O]/[P] ratio of 3.33. The false color maps in (b) present the relative amplitude change (a.u.)
between 1209 cm−1 /1000 cm−1 Raman peaks. The false color maps in (c) illustrate the Shift
of the 1209 cm−1 Raman peak (δcm −1 ). Note that the whole set of images share the same
lateral size. The machined lines studied here were produced by using various laser pulse
energies (specified on the optical micrographs), a repetition rate of 1 kHz and a writing
speed of 50µm/s.

must have undergone a change in index, which is normally associated with a change in the glass
network structure. A laser-induced modification of the material polarizability that is mediated by
an increase of the Q(1) tetrahedra [34] could potentially explain this subtle increase. However,
we do not observe any substantial increase of the Q(1) bands when studying the laser-inscribed
waveguides with Raman spectroscopy.
3.3. Laser-fabricated waveguide Bragg gratings in zinc magnesium phosphate glasses
We have so far studied the fabrication of optical waveguides inside binary and ternary zinc
aluminum phosphate glasses by testing the role of the glass composition and the laser-induced
structural changes. Here, we investigate the use of waveguide Bragg grating (WBG) inscription
inside a ternary zinc magnesium phosphate glass (see glass preparation) to create optical
filters/mirrors with different spectral characteristics. Typically WBGs are inscribed inside optical
fibers to produce fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) for telecom purposes [54] and also inside bulk
material to generate volume Bragg gratings (VBGs) [40, 55]. Fig. 8 (a) shows a schematic of an
optical filter and selective mirror based on a WBG. The cartoon illustrates a periodic refractive
index track that forms the Bragg grating. The principle of operation in a WBG roots on the
interaction of the light with the periodic refractive index, which selectively reflects and transmits
light based on the interference of waves. The condition for light with a particular wavelength
to be reflected is λW BG = 2ne Λ, where Λ stands for the spatial period of the structure and
ne = 1.55 is the refractive index of the glass. Based on this relation, we can precisely design the
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performance of the laser-fabricated filter by simply calculating the writing speed that will result
in a certain spatial period Λ, i.e. writing speed = Λ x repetition rate.
Bragg-grating based waveguides

a)
Reflected Signal

lB=2neL

212.2 μm/s
Output Signal

Input Signal
b)

210.2 μm/s
c)

2200

212.2 μm/s

210.2 μm/s

Intensity (counts)

2000
1800
1600
1400
1200
1000
630

210.2 μm/s
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650
660
Wavelength (nm)

670

680

Fig. 8. (a) Waveguide Bragg grating schematic. (b) output modes of the WBGs inscribed
using two processing speeds inside glass sample with composition 28 % ZnO, 28 % MgO,
42 % P2 O5 , 1.3 % Yb2 O3 and 0.7 % Yb2 O3 . (c) Transmission spectra of the laser-fabricated
WBGs filters. The filters inscribed using writing speeds of 210.2 µm/s and 212.2 µm/ have
transmission loss of -2.1 dB and -1.9 dB, respectively.

During fs-laser direct-write, we then controlled the spatial periodicity of the filter by tuning
the processing speed while maintaining the repetition rate (1 kHz) and laser energy (600 nJ). In
this way, we wrote two WBGs using a single pass procedure and two slightly different speeds,
i.e. 210.2 µm/s and 212.2 µm/s, corresponding to λW BG = 652 and 658 nm, respectively. Fig. 8
(b) shows output modes of the waveguides when coupling a CW laser at 660 nm, thus confirming
we successfully inscribed the waveguides. The far field numerical aperture provides an estimate
of the refractive index change of ≈10−4 .
Then, we determined the spectral features of the waveguide Bragg gratings by measuring the
relative transmission using a white light source (Ocean Optics, DH-2000). We used an optical
fiber (Ocean Optics, P100-2 VIS/NIR) to couple the light directly to the input of the waveguides
and collect the transmitted light using another fiber (Ocean Optics, P8-2-SMA). Both fibers and
the sample were carefully aligned and positioned using micrometer driven translation stages and
immersion oil (Cargille Type-B). Fig. 8 (c) depicts the transmitted spectra through the WBG.
The dips in transmission are centered at 652 nm and 658 nm, respectively for the 210.2 µm/s and
212.2 µm/s processing speeds, in excellent agreement with the predicted values.
4.

Conclusion

In this work we studied the suitability of ternary phosphate glasses for femtosecond laser
micromachining of a variety of devices. We tested ten zinc aluminium phosphate glasses with
increasing [O]/[P] ratios for fabricating optical waveguides and an Er/Yb doped zinc magnesium
phosphate glass for inscribing waveguides Bragg gratings using fs-laser pulses. We were able to
produce optical waveguides inside zinc aluminium phosphate glasses with an [O]/[P] ratio equal
to 3.25 independently of the aluminium content, resulting in a refractive index change of 3·10−4 .
We found that longer pulse durations lead to a widening in the range of processing energies that
result in waveguiding operation. Using confocal Raman spectroscopy we correlated femtosecond
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laser-induced damage to an apparent depolymerization of the glass network, where Q(2) species
decrease while Q(1) and Q(0) increase. Finally we illustrate the fs-laser fabrication and design
of filters and mirrors inside a ternary zinc magnesium phosphate glass with selective spectral
features based on waveguide Bragg gratings.
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